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INTRODUCTION

This exploration project began when John Lill noted 

the following statement in a Geoscience Report published by 

the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources: "The occurrence 

of these mineralized granitic clasts is confined to the 

southern half of the esker, and it seems possible that the 

esker may have crossed a large sub-surface source of dissem 

inated pyrite, chalcopyrite, and molybdenite in granitic rocks 

situated south of the sample locality E228." This statement 

occurs on page 45 of Geoscience Report 126. Field investiga 

tions by Lill further localized a possible source for the 

granitic clasts and Lill staked twelve claims to cover the 

locale. Lill then teamed up with Harper to carry out further 

field work and to generally further the project.

This report is based on the following sources of 

information.

1. Geoscience Report 126, Heavy Mineral Indicators in

Alluvial and Esker Gravels of the Moose River Basin, 

James Bay Lowlands, by Wolf, Lee and Hicks, published 

in 1975 by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources.
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2. Airborne Magnetic Survey Map 2285G.

3. Air photographs of the general area and the 

claim group in particular.

4. Map 2166, Hearst-Kapuskasing Sheet, Geological 

Compilation Series.

5. General exploration and diamond drill data per 

taining to the area and on file in the Assessment 

Files Records Office as maintained by the Ontario 

Ministry of Natural Resources.

6. A field examination and speciman collection program 

by John Lill in the gravel pit along the access 

road that crosses the property.

7. Geological mapping, VLF electromagnetic surveying 

and magnetic surveying of the twelve claims herein

/' 8. The writer has not made a surface examination of 

this property.

PROPERTY AND LOCATION

The property consists of twelve staked mining claims 

numbered P552429 to P552440 inclusive located in east-central 

Pearce Township, Porcupine Mining Division, Ontario.

The area of the property is about 480 acres. It lies 

approximately eighteen miles north of the Town of Kapuskasing.
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ACCESS AND FACILITIES

Access to the property is via the Fred Flatt gravel 

road from Kapuskasing some eighteen miles to the south. The 

road passes through the property along the gravel deposits of 

an esker. The road is a private road which may be closed when 

pulpwood is being hauled. Assured access is by pass only. 

Paralleling the road is a high tension electric power line 

which interferes with geophysical surveying.

The only facility of note on the property is a 400 foot 

picket line grid system which was cut and chained late in the 

Fall of 1980.

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

The subject mining claims have no exploration history 

prior to the present project.

The most significant mining development in the general 

area lies some 32 miles to the southwest in Cargill Township 

where Sherritt Gordon Mines Limited is currently exploring a 

carbonatite deposit for apatite.

More localized exploration consists of some short hole 

diamond drilling to the north and south of the subject claims 

carried out in 1965 by Inco Ltd.

The most recent exploration in the area is described
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in Geoscience Report 126. This study of heavy minerals in 

esker sands ?nd gravels was designed specifically to search 

for diamond bearing kimberlite pipes located in the James Bay 

Lowlands. During the course of this investigation the base 

metal possibilities which form the basis for the Lill-Harper 

project were recognized and described.

The data in Geoscience Report 126, pertinent to the 

subject property are described under the heading of Esker E 

and are contained between pages 41 to 45 with accompanying 

tables 7, 8, and 9. Esker E was sampled discontinuously over 

a length of about 28 miles. Intermittently throughout this 

length, the esker deposits are overlain by 2 to 15 feet of 

the Cochrane Till or Barlow-Ojibway Formation, a widespread 

glacio-lacustrine deposit of clay and silt. The key sample 

numbers pertinent to this study are samples E233 which lies 

about 2 miles north of the claim group where the esker is 

covered by overlying Barlow-Ojibway Formation and sample E238 

which lies very near the southwest corner of the property and 

is not covered by overlying Barlow-Ojibway Formation.

Five eskers in the general area were sampled and of 

these Esker E appeared to contain more copper, lead, zinc, and 

nickel than the other four eskers suggesting that Esker E 

sampled a chemically distinctive bedrock source not present in 

the areas traversed by the other four eskers.

A study of mineralized clasts from the eskers showed 

that a relatively large number are quartz-feldspar-mica rocks
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with disseminated pyrite, pyrrhotite, and minor chalcopyrite 

or molybdenite and that the occurrence of these mineralized 

granitic clasts is confined to the southern half of the esker, 

and it seems possible that the esker may have crossed a large 

subsurface source of disseminated pyrite, chalcopyrite, and 

molybdenite in granitic rocks situated south of sample location 

E228.

It was at this point that John Lill began his investi 

gations. These consisted of an examination of gravel pits 

along the road which is located on Esker E, an examination of 

the aeromagnetic maps, and the staking of the claim group.

In the Fall of 1980, Lill teamed up with Harper and 

they jointly carried out line cutting, geological mapping, 

VLF electromagnetic and magnetic surveys.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

Neither Pearce Township nor any of the adjacent town 

ships have been mapped in detail by the Ontario Ministry of 

Natural Resources, probably because of the general lack of 

outcrop and mining exploration in the James Bay Lowlands. 

The best source for geological data is Map 2166, Hearst- 

Kapuskasing Sheet of the Geological Compilation Series.

The main geological feature of Pearce Township and of 

the townships adjoining to the northeast and southwest are two

...16
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very long northeast striking faults which have produced a graben 

or rift type of structure throughout the central part of Pearce 

Township. Within the graben or rift structure, two large bodies 

of carbonatite have intruded; one lies 16 miles northeast of the 

centre of Pearce Township and the other lies 32 miles to the 

southwest. Carbonatite intrusives often contain valuable min 

eral occurrences.

There is very little outcrop in Pearce Township. From 

scattered diamond drill data and the occasional outcrop it 

appears that most of Pearce Township is underlain by intermediate 

volcanics and metasediments.

The assessment records contain the drill logs of a few 

short holes put down in 1965 by Inco Ltd. to the north and 

south of the subject property. The rocks intersected were 

chiefly graphitic metasediments and volcanics with some short 

sections of syenite and granite gneiss.

Aeromagnetic Sheet 2285G shows the claim area to en 

compass a small isolated northeast trending anomaly having a 

magnetic variation of about 500 gammas.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Although there are no known in-place mineral occurrences 

on the property, two exploration possibilities have been defined 

by the preliminary exploration work. These are the disseminated 

copper and molybdenum possibilities in granitic rocks and second

...11
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the possibilities of the gabbro-diorite intrusive which may be 

a phase of a carbonatite intrusive, a rock noted for its wide 

variety of mineralization including vermiculite, apatite, 

niobium, copper, and nickel.

Survey Results and Interpretation

Three surveys were done: geological, VLF electro 

magnetic, and magnetic. The geological survey persisted beyond 

the claim boundaries, principally along the trace of Esker E. 

The electromagnetic survey was limited by the high tension power- 

line that parallels the access road.

Geological Survey

The first geological survey was done by Lill in the 

early Fall of 1980. It consisted of examining the esker de 

posits as exposed in gravel pits along the access road that 

crosses the property. This road did not exist at the time of 

the surveys described in Geoscience Report 126. It was Lill's 

contention that if, indeed, the river which created the esker 

had crossed a granitic area containing sulphide mineralization, 

then that portion of the esker immediately south of the granitic 

area should contain a higher proportion of sulphide bearing 

granitic boulders than any other area. Furthermore, it should 

be easy to spot these boulders and to judge their frequency of 

occurrence because they should tend to oxidize to a brownish 

colour. Lill found that a gravel pit immediately south and
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west of the subject claims (which he named Gravel Pit 4) did 

indeed contain a higher proportion of oxidized granitic boulders 

containing sulphides of copper and molybdenum.

An examination of the assessment records showed that the 

nearest drill holes (they lay to the north and south of the 

interesting area) had intersected metasediments and volcanics 

with very minor contents of syenite and granitic rocks. Con 

siderable graphite had been intersected which suggested that 

the holes had tested airborne electromagnetic anomalies.

Aeromagnetic Map 2285G showed a distinct northeast 

trending magnetic anomaly lying just to the east of the esker.

After lines were cut, the property was mapped on the 

400 foot grid system. Only two outcrops were found leading to 

the following very limited Table of Formations.

Table of Formations

Recent Barlow-Ojibway Formation clay

esker deposits

GREAT UNCONFORMITY

Precambrian inferred diabase dikes

diorite 

gabbro

The two small outcrops located during the survey lie 

along the north boundary of the claim group. The gabbro is a 

typical coarse grained intrusive whereas the diorite, which 

consists of about equal parts of a light and dark mineral, is
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probably a contact phase. The diabase dike is inferred from 

the magnetic results.

The surface of the property is primarily flat and under 

lain by clay with superimposed bogs, outwash areas, and most 

importantly, Esker E. The clay areas support a growth of black 

spruce and cedar whereas the slightly higher outwash areas con 

tained more poplar and birch.

The most important surface feature is Esker E. It is 

easily recognized in the south west part of the property but 

not so over the rest of it. The access road was built along 

the trace of the esker and whatever esker deposits (if any) 

were laid down north of the east-west flowing creek are largely 

masked by the road metal. However, the trace of the es'ker is 

easily interpreted from the air photographs which were taken 

prior to road construction. The conclusion that can be drawn 

from the data above is that the esker trace north of the creek 

was an area of river erosion rather than deposition and that 

it is possible that this area is the source of the sulphide 

bearing cobbles found in Gravel Pit 4.

Magnetic Survey

The magnetic survey turned up a number of interesting 

features, one of which can be indirectly connected to Esker E 

and the mineralized boulders of Gravel Pit 4.

The area along the trace of the esker and to the west 

is one of low magnetic intensity. There are two obvious
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interpretations of the low magnetic intensity: the area is 

underlain by granitic rocks or the area is one of deep over 

burden. There are no factual data to support or contradict either 

interpretation.

A strong continuous northeast anomaly trending through 

the property is interpreted as a diabase dike. The strike of 

the anomaly is consistent with the strike of some of the diabase 

dikes in the general area.

The gabbro intrusive is outlined by a crudely elliptical 

magnetic anomaly. This anomaly contains the highest magnetic 

reading as well as the only observed outcrops on the property. 

This feature lies in the north east parts of the property. 

The south east portion of the property is difficult to appraise. 

Like the area west of Esker E, it is one of low magnetic inten 

sity which might be the effect of the granitic bedrock or the 

overburden. However, this area does contain a small magnetic 

anomaly which may be due to a diabase dike intrusion.

Electromagnetic Survey

The electromagnetic survey was limited throughout the 

property by the high tension hydro electric power line that 

runs along the east side of the access road. Nevertheless a 

substantial number of conductors were located and these varied 

in intensity from weak to strong.

There are two modest electromagnetic conductors located 

in the possibly granitic area lying west of the access road.

. . ./li
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The more westerly one is probably due to overburden conductivity 

but the easterly one has very good characteristics although it 

is not strong. At its northern limit it seems to flank a weak 

magnetic anomaly.

Several strong, widespread conductors are associated 

with the area of gabbro intrusion. If the conductors are cor 

related line to line on a shortest distance basis, the conduct 

ors appear to cross the strike of the gabbro as interpreted 

from the magnetics. A different correlation can make the same 

conductors roughly parallel the inferred strike of the gabbro. 

Since VLF surveying is very dependent on the strike of the 

conductor relative to the line of traverse, this particular 

area needs to be re-surveyed by horizontal loop methods1 uti 

lizing a closer line interval, say 200 feet versus 400 feet. 

The area is definitely one of interest for the gabbro-diorite 

may be a phase of a carbonatite intrusive.

The southeast claim of the group holds some strong 

conductors with very good characteristics; among the best found 

during the survey. The magnetics suggest that the area is either 

one of deep overburden or underlain by granitic rocks. The VLF 

conductors lie to the north and on the east flank of a very 

small but strong magnetic anomaly. Further investigations here 

and to the south are warranted.

There are a number of other weak conductors scattered 

about the property. Some of these are obviously related to 

topography and overburden conductors.

.../12
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Prospecting for mineralized boulders, air photograph 

interpretation of esker deposits, geological mapping 

of unconsolidated drift, and magnetic survey data 

indicates that the northwest portion of the property 

may be underlain by rocks of granitic composition and 

may be the source of the mineralized boulders found 

in Gravel Pit 4 and as described in Geoscience Report 126.

2. The southeast portion of the property may also be. under 

lain by granitic rocks. Elsewhere intrusion of diabase 

and gabbro limit interpretations.

3. The geological and magnetic surveys have outlined a 

body of rocks of basic composition which, on further 

exploration, may turn out to be a carbonatite intrusive 

similar to those lying to the northeast and southwest.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND COST ESTIMATES

PHASE I

1. Further geological examination and prospecting of the 

esker deposits along the road together with a less 

extensive examination of the outwash deposits on the 

property should be undertaken. Samples should be

.../13
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assayed as it is very difficult to judge base metal 

contents in oxidized rocks.

10 days work for 2 men plus assays 
and accommodation 8,000

2. Detail line cutting - 2J miles 2,000.

3. More detailed geological mapping 
including minor digging to 
expose rocks. 8,000.

4. Horizontal loop electromagnetic surveying 
with 50 ft. readings over all VLF 
anomalous areas. 9,000.

5. Detail magnetic surveys over new lines
and more detail in anomalous areas. 3,000.

SUB TOTAL - 3 30,000. 

Contingency allowance 3,000.

TOTAL - 3 33,000.

PHASE II

Preliminary drill program to follow up 
results .

1500 linear feet @ $20./ft.

Core logging, assaying, engineering 
and accommodation.

SUB TOTAL 

Contingency allowance

TOTAL 

- GRAND TOTAL

This report is respectfully submitted,

" ^f

US&
/\\ft) January 7, 198
\A'J' W-M 1 nwrial P OnWillowdale, Ont

$ 30,000.

6,000,

36,000, 

4,000,

$ 40,000, 

3 73,000,

RPER CONSULTING SERVICES INC

G. Harper, P ./En g. 
Resident
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